Continental Divide: Mothers Against

by David Edgar

Continental Divide: Mothers Against/Daughters of The 16 — Mothers Against at 2 PM and Daughters of the Revolution at 7 PM. Beyond the political themes examined in the plays, Continental Divide explores what. Printer-friendly - Playbill Mothers Against

It is five weeks before the election and Sheldon Vine, the Republican candidate for governor in a very tight race, has gathered with his key. Mothers Against - Drama Online This 2003 cycle of two full-length political dramas by British playwright David Edgar examines a California gubernatorial campaign from the Republican and. Continental Divide: Daughters of the Revolution and Mothers. Theatre review of Mothers Against (part of Continental Divide) (David Edgar) at Barbican, reviewer: Philip Fisher. CONTINENTAL DIVIDE: Mothers Against & Daughters of the. Collective title for two linked plays - Mothers Against and Daughters of the Revolution by David Edgar. Published by Nick Hern Books of London in 2004. Continental Divide: Mothers Against, Daughters of the Revolution.

